
One in a Million can get the Best Heart Surgery

  

Getting gravity control will still be amazing in 3004  

  

One in a Million get's the Best Heart Surgery 

Copyright Greg Buell 2004 www.inventor-warp-speed.com 

September 5, 2004 

  

University of Colorado accepted into Medical School 

59 Women and 73 Men in September 2004 

  

This is not the “ideal state” of governing 

Clinton is just one of many millions who did not follow the rules 

  

But Clinton is "1 in a million" who can get the best heart surgery 

This is not the “ideal state” of governing 

  

Lies from Bill, and now Hillary will never be totally exposed 

Lies from the University of Colorado make front-page news

 

Gravity control is a social invention, like Bush and Stem cells 

My getting gravity control will still be amazing in 3004
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President Hoffman is unfit to run a football department 

According to the Grand Jury 

  

Grand Jury investigation just mentioned One Department 

I worked 8 weeks during Rush at the CU Bookstore – textbooks 

  

I Observed Bullies -  

Yes Bullies in the workplace were suppose to be cleaned up!

 

I suspect Hoffman was bullied by the Football Coaches

Campus Bullies Movie would make a great series of Sony Movies

 

Hoffman is bullied, she ok's the uses of the word Cunt

Telling CBS its ok to use the word, so the women suing CU

 

Can not use this against the Football Coaches

In getting money from CU for being called Cunts 

  

I Observed State Employees - screaming and swearing, fighting 

Logging onto the Internet all times 
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Government employees on the web on taxpayer time 

1 hour a day, I observed 3 hours a day by many 

  

1st hour of work for 2 employees every day 

Were conversation, burritos, and coffee 

  

No matter how many web page orders for textbooks 

Needed to be processed and shipped out the door 

  

“Were not going out of our way to get the address correct” 

“Type what they typed in on the web order”  he ordered me 

  

Though I knew UPS would not be able to deliver the books 

I was a Temp – Temps at CU are Nigers 

  

CU Temps - Are Today's Nigger Class, are screamed at at 8:15 am 

Coming up to the door - of the bookstore 

  

Door has a card swipe and temps have no badge   

Screaming women was a boss 
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Who didn't go to the Temp Orientation 

Screaming women was a boss... 

  

So she screamed don’t ever use this door again 

And she was the number 2 boss who didn't know 

  

The Personal Directors orientation to the temps. 

Told them to use this door 15 mins before start time 

  

Screamer was probably logged on at orientation time 

I though the state keeps check of computer use? 

  

The ideal state according to Plato 

Is composed of 3 classes 

  

State of Colorado today Temps are the  Niger Class Today 

And mistreatment breaks ethical, moral, and legal laws! 

  

The stereotype of government workers is a true stereotype 

1-hour conversation and coffee to start the day 
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1 to 3 hours logging on the web out of an 8-hour day 

Stereotype of government workers is a true stereotype 

  

Merchant class selling textbooks to the students 

Marconi was left out of most Publishers textbooks 

  

Hertz is in the textbooks but there are no test question 

About how he got his inventions 

  

How did they invent that? 

Textbooks left this chapter out of all the textbooks 

  

Teaching Invention - futuristic course for EDUC, teachers 

Publisher’s employee looking over the books, I told her this 

  

Teaching Invention - I told the CU Chemistry Professor 

Everything helps when you are looking for inventions

 

I Observed Bullies -  

Yes Bullies - "Teaching About Bullies" A required Textbook! 
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Gravity control is a social invention 

Like Bush and Stem cells   

  

Bush will not let me work on Gravity Control 

Bush-Kennedy will not let me work on a Cancer Cure

 

Politics of the Vietnam War in 2004

Kills women + kids today via cancer and suppressing my inventions

  

Observers who know of my 100 inventions besides the 

Electric Windmill Car 

  

Will testify I can get the cure for cancer and gravity control   

40k women a year since 1980 have died of breast cancer 

  

Hidden Politics of the Vietnam War 

Hidden in our Orwellian Society 

  

Vietnam Vets you see on TV ever day hate me 

More than they hate Kerry, I refused to kill women and kids! 
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They hide behind hidden cameras with their pissed off revenge 

Preventing me from getting a cancer cure and gravity control 

  

This has been going on since 1980 

Breast cancer has killed 40k women every year since 1980 

  

These psychotic Vietnam vets have kill 40k more women a year 

By getting Bush-Kennedy to Behead my working on a cancer cure

 

Lies from Clinton about this "Crime" will come on his deathbed 

Lies from his wife caused 40k women's deaths since 1980 

  

Politics of the Vietnam War 

Kerry killed 100’s of women and children in Vietnam 

  

Clone of Kerry - Greg who refused to massacre women and kids 

Invents the Electric Windmill Car + is suppressed by Vietnam Vets 

  

Vets in a psychotic mental state over "Baby Killers" in textbooks  

And Kerry's confessions about killing 100's of women and children 
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Memorial for the Breast Cancer deaths 

DC Memorial of burned out cop cars and moms mini vans

 

Texas and Russian Oil men in a psychotic state over Oil Money

Baby Killers who burned kids in the back seat of fiery car wrecks

 

For more oil money

Russians infected by Texas Oil Men 

  

Husbands and wives burn and burned to death in gasoline 

24 years after the invention of the electric windmill car 

  

This is not the “ideal state” of governing 

“A Confession” by Tolstoy  

  

“THE CONFESSIONS” OF JEAN-JACQUES ROUSSEAU 

“A Confession” by Tolstoy 

  

Confession by Tolstoy + The Confession by Rousseau 

NO Professor! Ordered these books for any class at CU 
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“Baby Killers” Kerry killed babies in Vietnam 

General Powell was a black rapist in Vietnam 

  

Yet General Powell will not write in his autobiography 

About the women he raped in Vietnam 

  

We need to write Powell's autobiography 

We need to re-write Clintons autobiography 

  

In "1984" as the Top Brass who know all the lies 

As the Grand Jury who knows the true story 

  

In HIST 2240 one of the books is titled 

“Rape in War” No Generals are named as Rapists in War 

  

Grand Jury should write their reports here too 

Name the names of the rapists Generals you see on tv 

  

A “1984” biography should be written of Gen Powell 

A “1984” biography should be written of the men who are Senators 
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Textbook department has 3 versions of the book 

Autobiography of Ben Franklin 

  

Tolstoy, Rousseau, Bush, Kerry, Clinton, Powell 

A “1984” biography should be written of government Leaders 

  

Lies from Clinton will come on his deathbed 

Lies from his wife lost the cure for cancer and gravity control 

  

Era of a Ex President lying in a best selling book  

In an Orwellian Society were only the Top Brass know it's all lies 

  

Cameras in the White house and Senate 

24/7 in a "1984" Society were we listen to their lies by live web cam

 

Lies from Clinton and Senators

Will be History, if we can watch them on live web cams

  

Video camera put into 747’s in 1990 would of prevented 

9-11 
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Pilots who read this invention idea on my web page in 1990 

Vetoed the invention of cameras in the cockpit 

  

Cameras in the Doctors office is on my web page 

MD’s publicized Clintion is 1 in a million in getting surgery 

  

MD’s do not care who gets the worst care 

So you will never see cameras in your Doctors office 

  

Bookstore has 22 cameras and caught 11 shoplifters 

Cost of the cameras and security men was $1 million   

  

You do the math 

You can change government workers with cameras watching

 

Bullies in the workplace caught on camera - grin

Security men will have no best buddies to wine and dine - ha 

  

Bookstore has 22 cameras  

100 cameras should be in every Senators Office and Home 
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Lies suppressed the Electric Windmill Car since 1980 

Putin was infected by Texas Oil and lost 350 kids last week 

  

Putin was out spending his ill gotten Oil Genocide Money 

Instead of being a Russian President, KGB director 

  

9-11 would never have happened with the Electric Windmill Car 

On the streets of Manhattan 

  

Bush, Kerry, Clinton, Powell all know about 

The Electric Windmill Car invented in 1980 

  

Look what just happened to Putin 

He was living a high life spending Oil Genocide money 

  

No one wrote his daily biography of spending Oil Money 

Now 350 are dead because he was partying with Oil Kings

 

Those watching shoplifters should of been watching Putin

Save the lives of 350 kids by exposing a President spending oil $$$ 
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NASA wined and dinned Oil Kings in Texas 

And Lost 2 Shuttles 

  

Biography of NASA will never "tell all" about the Oil Money 

The on the job Bullies at NASA who wanted to party with Oil Men 

  

The ERA of Oil Genocide and the Electric Windmill Car   

Conversations at NASA should of been on security cameras 

  

Bill Gates was infected by the Oil Genocide too 

He killed off millions of inventors by the cost of his Software

 

And infected "all" other software companies

To overcharge to the point of killing millions of inventors 

  

Bill Gates is a mass murderer of inventors 

In my autobiography - in the Real World 

  

One in a million is all Bush-Kennedy wants 

Out of the masses of 5 billion people to be a inventor 
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I want millions out of a billion to be inventors 

I want millions out of a billion to be inventors 

  

I want millions of MD to replace the 59 women 

I want millions out of a billion to be MD's 

  

I want cameras in your MD’s office 

I want your exam on recorded on a web page 

  

1 want to work 24/7 on a cure for cancer 

And gravity control with you watching me on a web cam 

  

These inventions will have no “1984” imitator 

Marconi was almost “beheaded” before he got radio 

  

Sending voices through the air is amazing today 

Getting gravity control will still be amazing in 3004 

  

Bush-Kennedy have “beheaded” my getting the inventions 

Just read my web page… www-inventor-warp-speed.com 
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Observers who know of my 100 inventions besides the 

Electric Windmill Car 

  

Will testify I can get the cure for cancer and gravity control 

Bush-Kennedy have “beheaded” my getting the inventions 

  

Kerry has not called or made any Orwellian Comments on TV 

Saying he will let me get these 2 invents and 1,001 others 

  

Vietnam Vets you see on TV ever day hate me 

More than they hate Kerry, because I refused to kill women and 
kids! 

  

Yet they hide behind hidden cameras with their pissed off revenge 

Preventing me from getting a cancer cure and gravity control 

  

This has been going on since 1980 

In our Orwellian Society hidden behind the hidden cameras 

  

Government leaders are corrupt + psychotic 

From Pukin and Russian Oil money 
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To Colorado State employees wasting the 1st hour of work 

Just to log on the web for 2 more hours during the day 

  

To President Hoffman 

Incompetent to run the football department 

  

On the Front Page of the Newspapers 

Journalist have been in the bookstore 

  

I know because I helped them find textbooks 

Mexican temp. I worked with for 8 weeks 

  

Has 9 DUI’s and got away with all of them 

I told him joking I will tell a investigative Journalists 

  

And he will be on the front page of the newspapers 

He laughed – not knowing if someday he will be news 

  

Rousseau was born in Geneva in 1712 

Today Observers in Geneva know about the Electric Windmill Car 
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Some in Geneva have made as much money as Putin from oil 

Only 1 in a million in Geneva have viewed Officer Jason’s 

  

Gasoline burned face picture on my web and his web page 

CNN and CBS will not let Julie Chen interview 100's of Jason’s 

  

Burned in fiery car wrecks 

All you get to see on the government controlled news 

  

Is a one-minute video clip of 35 car pill ups with a few flames 

CNN and CBS are not allowed to show you the burned people 

  

I have skied dramatic dynamic parallel skiing  

Down Breckenridge slopes 

Today on their web cam there was snow in the picture 

  

I will get some web cams set up when I start working 24/7 

On a cure for cancer and gravity control so you can watch me 

  

MD’s will resist having their workday on web cameras 
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Clinton will get his surgery this week 

  

Million others will die of the exact heart problems Clinton has 

University of Colorado accepted into Medical School 

  

59 Women and 73 Men in September 2004 

This is not the “ideal state” of governing 

  

Bush’s MD helps suppress the Electric Windmill Car 

And millions who would be MD’s 

  

Bill Gates has murdered millions of inventors 

Bush’s MD has murdered millions of aspiring MD’s 

  

This is not the “ideal state” of governing 

Open Space land in Boulder Colorado has more President 

  

Than the Universe - the nearest Star, Alpha Centauri 

In the minds and hearts of Government workers in Colorado 

  

Lies from Clinton will come on his deathbed 
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Lies from his wife cause the loss of the cure for cancer 

  

My inventions will have no “1984” imitators 

Cure for Cancer and Gravity Control are Real Inventions 

  

I will get if I don’t get Beheaded 

By government workers first! 

  

  

One in a Million can get the Best Heart Surgery 

Copyright Greg Buell 2004 www.inventor-warp-speed.com 

September 5, 2004 

  

 Hit Counter  
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